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ABSTRACT
As the use of hand gestures becomes increasingly prevalent in virtual reality (VR) applications, prototyping Compound Freehand Interactions (CFIs) effectively and efficiently has become a critical need in the design process. Compound Freehand Interaction (CFI) is a sequence of freehand interactions where each sub-interaction in the sequence conditions the next. Despite the need for interactive prototypes of CFI in the early design stage, creating them is effortful
and remains a challenge for designers since it requires a highly technical workflow that involves programming the recognizers, system responses and conditionals for each sub-interaction. To bridge this gap, we present GestureCanvas, a freehand interaction-based immersive prototyping system that enables a rapid, end-to-end, and code-free workflow for designing, testing, refining, and subsequently deploying CFI by leveraging the three pillars of interaction models: event-driven state machine, trigger-action authoring, and programming by demonstration. The design of GestureCanvas includes three novel design elements — (i) appropriating the multimodal recording of freehand interaction into a CFI authoring workspace called Design Canvas, (ii) semi-automatic identification of the input trigger logic from demonstration to reduce the manual effort of setting up triggers for each sub-interaction, (iii) on the fly testing for independently validating the input conditionals in-situ. We validate the workflow enabled by GestureCanvas through an interview study with professional designers and evaluate its usability through a user study with non-experts. Our work lays the foundation for advancing research on immersive prototyping systems allowing even highly complex gestures to be easily prototyped and tested within VR environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Hand interactions enhance immersiveness in virtual reality (VR) experiences by converging the way we interact with the contents of the physical and the virtual world [9, 60]. With the recent advancements in freehand tracking technology [20, 21, 62] and the widespread inclusion of controller-free hand tracking capabilities in commercial head-mounted displays (HMD), interaction designers can now incorporate more expressive hand gestures into their designs that go beyond basic touch, grab and hold [5, 9]. This shift toward flexible hand inputs is evident from recent VR game titles where users use numerous hand actions and gestures [4, 56].

These hand interactions consist of high dimensional hand-based input and rich, expressive responses [5]. Many of these high dimensional freehand interactions are also compound in nature. A compound freehand interaction (CFI) can be defined as a sequence of trigger-action pairs where each sub-interaction conditions the next, similar to a compound gesture in touch interfaces [39]. For example, consider a spell casting interaction in a VR game: the user makes a fist to conjure up a fireball, pulls back the hand to make the fireball bigger, and then throws the hand forward to launch the fireball attack. Notice that this interaction is composed of a sequence of three distinct sub-interactions: 1) making a fist, 2) pulling back the hand, and 3) throwing the hand forward. Here, sub-interactions 2 and 3 are conditioned on 1. Also, note the potential branching behavior of this sequence: after sub-interaction 1, users can take two possible routes: they can either perform only sub-interaction 3 (producing a small fireball), do both 2 and 3 sequentially (producing a larger fireball), or loop back to the initial empty state by releasing the fist pose (canceling the spell). Thus, CFI involves the phrasing [10] of sub-interactions into a higher level interaction unit. The overall interaction is therefore achieved through the seamless coordination and synchronization of different hand movements, postures or actions involved in each sub-interaction. Likewise, CFI can be explained with the following characteristics:

- It is composed of a sequence of sub-interactions defined as trigger-action pairs.
- Each sub-interaction in the sequence conditions another.
- May have branches and/or loops.

Because of its embodied and complex nature, early testing is important for effectively designing a viable CFI. For example, our preliminary need-finding study suggests that physical comfort is an important consideration when designing CFI. This is consistent with prior research findings and hand interaction design guidelines [7, 48, 50]. However, early stage prototyping methods such as paper prototyping or role playing are insufficient for assessing physical comfort of CFI accurately [7, 28, 45] since the limited FoV of the VR headset influences how users approach a task [13, 16, 27, 37]. Thus, compared to the traditional design process, the need for an interactive prototype arises much earlier in the design process for CFI.

Despite the clear need for interactive prototypes of CFI from the early design stage, creating them is effortful and time consuming. This is not ideal for early design stages that require rapid design iterations. In the absence of support for CFI in both late breaking works [5, 19, 34, 43, 44, 58] and commercially available rapid prototyping tools [1, 12, 18, 36], designers lean towards programming based approaches for creating interactive prototypes [7, 28]. This requires them to build gesture recognizers, set up high dimensional input conditionals, author logic for transitioning to different sub-interactions including looping and branching, and create conditional response events for each sub-interaction that maps an input to either an action or a state transition. This highly technical workflow excludes non-technical designers [7, 33, 34] and end-user developers [7] and is effortful to create, even for designers with a good technical background. Need for programming also slows down the design cycle [34], which discourages design exploration often leading to design fixation [25, 34]. Our preliminary study participants echoed this sentiment, expressing frustration when realizing a design will not work given the hardware or software limitations later in the design process, and reluctance in changing the designs given the effort they put in for creating the prototype [28]. Thus, there is a need for a rapid prototyping tool for CFI that can increase the productivity of designers by letting them focus on designing the interaction itself rather than spending hours coding an interaction just so they can try out a candidate design.

An ideal CFI authoring system aimed at designers should satisfy the following requirements: (1) **Code-free VR authoring**: The designer should be able to rapidly create, test and iterate on their
CFI designs in VR without coding [7, 28, 32, 33, 46] by abstracting the complexities of building the gesture recognizers, setting up input conditionals and transition logic for the sub-interactions. (2) Integrated testing: Past research [7, 17, 28] and our preliminary study indicates that designers often find testing and debugging difficult due to frequent switching between authoring on desktop and testing in VR. Thus an ideal CFI authoring system should allow designers to test the recognizers as well as the individual components of an input condition within the immersive environment without having to switch between 2D and 3D. (3) Iterative Refinement: Designers should be able to make iterative refinements to the design and incrementally improve the performance of the recognizers with added gesture data and/or augment the hand-based conditions with additional event triggers as delimiters for reduced false positives/negatives [23, 29, 51, 57]. (4) Support early-to-medium stage prototyping in developer tools Past research [7, 28, 33] indicates that a code-free prototyping tool should make it easy to transition to code-based development platforms, as a way to facilitate early-to-middle-stage prototyping in developer tools. This is particularly important to ensure that the prototyped interaction matches the final build and developers don’t have to go through the entire process of building recognizers, refining conditions, setting up transitions all over again when moving beyond the prototyping phase.

To address these requirements, we designed GestureCanvas, which extends the use of programming by demonstration (PbD) to CFI authoring. PbD is a commonly used approach for enabling the authoring of complex behaviors without code [14, 17, 33, 39, 58]. While GestureAR [58] previously used PbD for freehand interaction authoring, it lacked adequate support for the sequenced nature of CFI.

Our solution GestureCanvas, addresses this gap by leveraging three pillars of interaction models: event-driven state machine, trigger-action authoring, and programming by demonstration for a rapid, end-to-end, and code-free workflow of CFI authoring. Thus our contributions include:

- A system which enables a rapid workflow for designing, training, testing, and refining CFI without coding, and provides a seamless transition to code-based tools such as Unity when moving to later design stages.
- The design of GestureCanvas, the hand-interaction based immersive authoring environment for CFI that enables this rapid workflow and includes the following novel design elements:
  - Turning users’ demonstration of the interaction into an authoring interface called Design Canvas
  - Inferring the input trigger logic for each sub-interaction in the sequence from users’ demonstration of hand actions
  - On the fly testing to enable the validation of each input trigger individually and subsequent in-situ refinement or revision

2 RELATED WORK

In GestureCanvas, we build upon ideas from AR/VR authoring and programming-by-demonstration domains. Below, we explain how our system is situated in existing literature.

2.1 Authoring Tools for AR/VR

Although consumer AR/VR devices are becoming more accessible and affordable, authoring new AR/VR experiences remains challenging for non-technical creators [7]. In a positional paper [46], Michael Nebeling and Maximilian Speicher categorized the landscape of authoring tools for AR/VR into five classes: (1) tools for mobile and web designers, (2) tools for basic AR/VR behaviors, (3) tools for advanced AR camera-based interactions, (4) tools for 3D modeling, and (5) 3D game engines. A major research theme in recent years is developing immersive prototyping tools that fall partially between classes two and three ([33, 34, 42, 43]). These tools focus on helping designers mock up complex AR/VR behaviors quickly rather than developing and shipping complete applications. However, recent studies [7, 28, 33] identified that limited testing capability and lack of support for early-to-medium stage prototyping in these tools create barriers in the design process by locking them into the tool and making it hard to transition to developer platforms when moving beyond early stage prototyping. Moreover, defining and developing complex interactions based on gesture recognition still requires significant programming and is better suited for tools in class five. GestureCanvas addresses this gap and focuses on enabling designers to prototype and test interactive VR experiences with freehand tracking and makes it easy for designers to move to later design stages by providing support in developer tools.

2.2 Authoring Dynamic Behaviours through Programming by Demonstration (PbD)

Making computer programming more accessible for non-technical users through PbD [26, 35] is an active area of research in HCI with numerous explorations in sensor-based interactions [14, 22, 31], touch gesture [38, 39], and AR [33, 58]. GestureCanvas extends PbD workflow to VR to help users create compound freehand interaction.

While PbD has been explored previously for authoring touch based gestures [38, 39] and mid-air gestures [6, 22, 61], these works require 2D interfaces to visualize and edit the sensor outputs, which is not suitable for VR. Additionally, one of the primary focus of these works is the design of the recognizer itself. In contrast, our contributions do not include designing novel recognizers, but rather designing a rapid workflow that fits designers’ need for prototyping and testing in an immersive environment.

Closest to our work is GestureAR [58] which explored the use of PbD for flexible freehand interaction authoring. To author CFI using GestureAR [58], one would have to capture each static pose separately, specify the corresponding action, then add the next pose in the sequence. Whereas, with GestureCanvas, one can demonstrate the entire interaction at once, use the timeline interface to segment it into sub-interaction clips, refine the system-inferred triggers as needed and finally add actions or transitions. Thus, GestureCanvas distinguishes itself uniquely from GestureAR [58] in its state-model based branches, conditionals and sequencing. This allows designers to model the contextual and temporal relationships within a gesture sequence to form the interaction flow, unlike GestureAR which supports only the recognition of single poses or fixed sequences of poses.
Also, note that in GestureCanvas, the designer performs the entire gesture sequence first. Hence, there is no spatial mapping to virtual objects at this time. To allow composability, GestureCanvas represents the demonstration of the interaction as a coupled avatar-timeline space like [11, 59], but extends its use to authoring of responses and event triggers with spatial contextualization and direct manipulations of the CFI sequence.

2.3 Design Tools for Hand-Based Interactions
More VR applications are starting to enable hand tracking as the primary interaction mode. Creating hand-based interactions is traditionally a highly technical task. Developers typically need to write trigger scripts to recognize events from continuous tracked joints on the hands and action scripts that map the event outputs to 3D effects rendered in VR. Creating easier interfaces to help designers create gesture-based interactions in VR is a major research theme.

Several solutions have looked at the action side. In MagicalHands [5], the authors explore different interaction techniques to control an animation in VR using gestures. The focus of the work was mainly on the response side; gestures were triggered by pressing a button on a VR controller. GestureWiz [52] leverages a wizard-of-oz technique to help designers test new interactions with human help. Using the crowd to mock up system responses allows designers to explore a wide range of effects, but it requires extra time and work to coordinate with crowd users. We adopt a similar approach to GesturAR [58] by allowing designers to create animations and use them as responses. But to make it more suitable for VR, we allow designers to specify the physics of the object and spatially associate it to bone joints and player position using the Design Canvas.

Other work focuses on helping users create novel triggers. Gesture Knitter [41] allows users to quickly create novel recognizers without having to train a new machine learning model and collect data from scratch. A key idea of Gesture Knitter is that users can combine multiple smaller gesture primitives to form a more complex gesture. Each primitive is authored by automatic decoding from user demonstration or by writing declarative scripts. Gesture Knitter focuses on creating a robust recognizer by providing data synthesis and modeling tools. By contrast, our focus is on assisting the end-to-end design of an interaction. We provide interfaces to help designers experiment with both the recognizers and how their output would map to effects in VR. Our approach is also inspired by Gesture Studio [39], which is a mobile authoring system that combines both programming by demonstration and video timeline interfaces to help users turn a sequence of touch inputs into compound touch gestures. Our interfaces extend this idea to spatial authoring in VR.

3 PRELIMINARY NEED-FINDING STUDY
To understand current practices, designers’ needs, and challenges of creating freehand interactions for VR experiences, we conducted two exploratory analysis: one interview study with five professional and five novice VR designers and one video analysis study. We distilled these findings into a set of design requirements for designing hand interactions in VR.

3.1 Interview Study
Participants. We recruited ten (10) participants with varying levels of design experience. Out of the 10 participants, five were professional designers working in the AR/VR domain in either academia or industry in professional capacity. Their job titles included – Senior Design Lead, Creative Director, Business Analyst, Freelance Designer, and Research Scientist. The length of their professional design experience ranged from three to twenty years, and they have worked on projects involving hand interactions. The remaining five were novice designers who were all graduate students with the experience of designing at least one AR/VR application with hand interaction. The professionals were recruited via purposive sampling, where we reviewed their publicly available online profiles and/or portfolios to ensure that the individual met the recruitment criteria before sending out the request to participate. The novice designers were recruited via convenience sampling.

Procedure. The interviews were about one hour long and semi-structured. Our interview questions were focused on capturing the participants’ experience of designing hand interactions for AR/VR applications. We encouraged the interviewees to ground their responses in their past projects by screen sharing videos of AR/VR hand interactions they designed in the past, whenever available, and also by presenting representative example systems we sampled from online public videos. This helped us get more detailed accounts of hand interaction design challenges. The interviews were conducted remotely over online video-conferencing (Zoom). The interviews were video recorded, transcribed, and then analyzed using reflexive thematic analysis [8].

3.2 Video Content Analysis
To identify requirements of the prototyping system for freehand interactions, we coded and analyzed the online public videos on freehand interactions in diverse VR applications using inductive content analysis [15]. These applications were chosen based on the list of popular hand tracking apps in the SideQuest and Meta stores. The list also contains some demo projects that implemented experimental hand interactions (e.g. Tiny Castles [49]). The sampling yielded 12 videos that feature a variety of freehand interactions in VR. The full list of the selected VR applications are available in the supplementary materials.

Our video content analysis shows a wide range of hand-based input triggers used in VR. For example, applications like Elixir [40] were dominated by simple freehand interactions with input triggers primarily comprised of touch events and static hand poses. On the hand, The Wizards - Dark Times [53] is an application that employs CFI for casting various magic spells. The responses to these interactions were mostly relative to hands’ spatial context in some way. Hand Physics Lab [24] is an application that relies heavily on physics-based responses to hand input. Spatially relative responses include fire or spells coming out from the fingers like in Finger Gun [54] and Tiny Castles [49] or energy spheres that appear on hands in Elixir [40] and Wizards - The Dark Times [53].

3.3 Design Requirements
Triangulating the findings from the interview study and the video content analysis yielded a set of design requirements (R0-5) for
hand interactions in VR. These consist of the overarching requirement (R0) for rapid prototyping of CFIs in VR and five supporting requirements R1 - R5 that when fulfilled resolve R0.

**R0. Rapid prototyping for CFIs in VR without coding.** Despite early testing being important for freehand interaction design, state of the art tools lack support for rapidly prototyping interactions in VR. Most participants feel that the current workflow of creating interactive VR prototypes of hand interaction are effortful and time consuming, which is not ideal for early testing. Since the state of the art rapid prototyping tools for VR do not provide support for hand interaction, designers need to rely on game engines and software development toolkits. But as P6 mentioned, these tools were not “intended to be used for prototyping in the first place”. Of note, the primary frustration among the participants about using game engines for prototyping VR hand interaction was not lack of coding skill, but the time and effort it takes to roll out something that works. For example, P4 is very comfortable in coding, but would still appreciate “anything capable of hand tracking without coding” because he thinks that jumping to Unity for coding just after sketching is a huge jump and there should be something in between that would allow him to quickly get the feel of the designed hand interaction in VR.

**R1. Authoring high dimensional hand-based input conditions.** The high dimensionality of hand-based input in VR results from the high degrees of freedom (DoF) of hands, their dynamic nature, and their spatiotemporal context in relation to the virtual elements in the VR environment. For example, the high DoF contributes to many possible hand poses, and if the hand input is dynamic, then the combination of the different hand poses along with the added dimension of direction, velocity, and sequence of changing hand poses introduce even more possibilities. Additionally, hand-based input can also be conditioned on how and when hands approach virtual objects.

**R2. Defining the delimiting conditions for CFIs.** State is a special kind of mode with well-defined input and response.

Designers need to meticulously handle the system’s interpretation of hand input, which can get particularly tricky for hand interaction due to its open-ended and implicit nature. Modes refer to the different interpretations of the user input by the system, depending on the state which is active. For example, the same CAPS LOCK key on the keyboard is used to turn on and off capital letters when typing. Modes are useful to limit the number of different gestures to be used in a system but can be tricky to handle because “unlike non-gestural systems, mode switching is done implicitly in hand interactions” (P8). According to P10, it is important to meticulously design the delimiting conditions for hand input to avoid “false positives”. She explains, “Your hands are always moving . . . How am I going to make sure that those hands aren’t being tracked when I don’t want them to be tracked?” Both P8 and P10 pointed out that such situations are likely to occur if (1) mode switches are not addressed properly in the state designs and (2) if there are similar interactions in the gesture set.

**R3. Testing the generated recognizers for designing reliable interactions.** Testing the performance of recognizers is important for designing reliable interactions, but are effortful to run. Here reliability refers to the consistency of tracking technology. Highlighting the importance of reliable interactions, P6 mentioned, “Not all hand interactions can be reliably detected by existing technology … poorly designed gestures that do not give consistent output will cause frustration among users and they simply won’t use it.” However, the current workflow of testing the performance of recognizers in VR “comes with a lot of baggage.” (P6). According to P8, “the frustrating part when dealing with virtual reality prototyping is - it’s hard to get these ‘unit tests’ done”. P8 further explained how he needed to put in extra effort of setting up a testing environment in VR for his project. In addition, the repeated context switching between designing in 2D and testing in 3D, is frustrating and disorienting (P2, P6, P8). As P8 mentioned, “You’re stuck to your seat. You don’t want to move around too much. So it’s out of balance between only interacting with it in certain ways, … so I have to move away from the computer to properly test it, but then looking at all the debug logs or something in real time is hard, because now you have to build a way for your application to stream those debug logs to the headset”.

**R4. Authoring rich system responses as dynamic spatial animations** The system responses to hand-based input are often spatially related to users’ hands. For example, flamethrowers in Tiny Castles or fire from Finger Gun are associated with specific finger bones to give users the impression that fire is coming out from that particular finger joint. Moreover, for realistic representation of responses to direct manipulation, the virtual objects are often influenced by the physics system. For example, pushing an apple across the table, or throwing an object into the air require physics-enabled virtual objects that respond to gravity.

**R5. Playtesting the designed hand interaction by performing it in VR.** Because the feasibility of the designed hand interaction can only be known by performing it in VR, designers feel the need to try them out early in the design process. It is difficult to account for the limitations of the device, the tracking technology, and the associated embodied experience of hand interaction without performing it in VR and hence almost all participants emphasized the need for testing them out early in the design process. Hand interaction design in VR is heavily influenced by the limitations of the device and the tracking technology (P6, P7, P8, P9, P10). For example, P8 explained how gestures that are too broad can be problematic in VR if it starts outside of the Field of View (FoV). He also mentioned how users approach the same task differently with and without putting on the headset, impacting the dynamics of the intended hand interaction. Participant P6 pointed out the importance of early testing for designing “reliable” interactions with consistent tracking of the hand input. He mentioned “Whatever design concepts you come up with, the issues that can come up when in VR can be very unintuitive”. Highlighting the mismatch between 2D designs and 3D implementation, P10 mentioned, “Nothing is as it seems when you actually put it into HoloLens and actually play with it”. Participants also emphasized on testing to understand the embodied experience of hand interaction (P6, P8, P10). According to P8 “whether the gesture is comfortable enough or can it cause injuries or is tiring if done for long hours … can only be detected by performing the hand gestures in VR”.

As summarized and depicted in Fig 2, these requirements are met by the design of our system detailed in the next section.
4 WORKFLOW ENABLED BY GESTURECANVAS

GestureCanvas enables a rapid iterative workflow for designing, training, testing, and refining CFI in a code-free immersive environment and provides support for subsequent transition to code-based tools when moving to late design stages. This ensures that the prototyped interaction matches the final experience and reduces the effort of creating the CFI all over again when moving to code-based tools. During prototyping in the code-free immersive environment, designers will:

- **Record** a demonstration of the entire CFI sequence, which is later represented as a spatially embodied self-recording called Design Canvas (D1).
- **Create sub-interaction clips** by segmenting the recorded demonstration using the metaphor of a timeline (D2).

Once the segmentation is done, GestureCanvas automatically infers the input triggers for each sub-interaction and creates a linear transition order by default (D3). At this point it is ready for playtesting and deploying. However, depending the need for refinement, designers can do any of the following optional steps:

- **Create and modify clip transition logic** including loops and branches.
After prototyping in the immersive environment, designers may deploy the authored interaction in code-based platforms such as Unity. At this point they may run the interaction as-is in the Unity project using our toolkit or may make code-level changes for further refinement.

5 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF GESTURECANVAS FOR IMMERSIVE CODE-FREE AUTHORING OF CFI

For rapid, end-to-end, and code-free workflow, GestureCanvas leverages three pillars of interaction models: event-driven state machine, trigger-action authoring, and programming by demonstration.

- **Event-driven state machine**: To support the sequenced nature of CFIs, GestureCanvas incorporates a state machine-based backend that operates on event-state relationships. Each step of an interaction sequence is defined as a *clip* (state). The progress of the steps is defined as the transitions between them (events). A step, which we refer to as a sub-interaction henceforth, comprises a freehand gesture and the system’s response to it.

- **Trigger-action**: A trigger is an atomic event that drives the state machine, and an action is a response to a given trigger. The system provides two types of actions: within-state actions authored as spatial animations (either synchronous or delayed), and between-state transitions to another clip. In the semantics of the trigger-action model, a trigger is conditioned by a given input gesture and the currently given clip (state).

- **Programming-by-demonstration (PbD)**: To reduce the user’s workload in authoring complex input conditions (R2), the state machine is designed via PbD. From the provided demonstration of freehand input sequences, the GestureCanvas system can infer the trigger logic. To facilitate manual refinement of the inferred conditionals, the system presents the user’s demonstration as an embodied recording that affords spatial manipulation.

5.1 The Design Elements of GestureCanvas

In this section, we present the design elements of GestureCanvas and elaborate design rationales for them.

**D0: PbD-based Prototyping**. The challenge of addressing R0 is that the authoring process of CFIs involves too many steps such as creating trigger-action pairs for each sub-interaction, providing samples and training the required recognizers for hand-based inputs, testing, editing and extending each of those input triggers, and creating conditional dependencies. Hence, letting the user go through each of these steps manually would be too effortful for the user even in a no-programming environment like GestureCanvas.

To simplify the workflow and reduce manual tweaking needed by the user, we chose to employ the programming by demonstration technique where users can author the intended interaction by directly demonstrating it in VR. Note that PbD has not reduced the steps that constitute a target compound freehand interaction, but rather it simplifies the authoring process by reducing the manual tweaking required for going through each of the steps mentioned above.

**D1: Using VR self-recording as a Design Canvas**. Since authoring CFIs requires the user to handle spatial, dynamic, and high-dimensional data (R1), the unique design challenge is to present and give users access to this rich data set that includes the changing spatial (positional and rotational) data of hand joints and head movement and the hand shape (curl, abduction, flexion, opposition) data of the fingers over a period of time. Defining each sub-interaction in CFI involves specifying trigger-action pairs. This demands the use of hand shape data for input triggers using static hand poses and spatiotemporal hand joint data for input triggers using dynamic hand gestures. Additionally, the experiential nature of CFI demands authoring of responses be done relative to users’ spatial context. However, giving users access to this high dimensional dataset in VR for manipulation is a challenging design task.

To make the CFI data streams amenable to spatial contextualization and direct manipulation native to VR, we present the user’s recording of self-demonstration as an embodied playback that can be viewed and controlled in the 3rd person perspective (see Fig 5b). In other words, the Design Canvas embodies the user’s demonstration of intended interaction and serves as an authoring interface in the later stages of the authoring process. In particular, the Design Canvas shows the possible static hand poses and dynamic hand gestures for a given sub-interaction. Additionally, it provides visualization of the hand-based condition used as input trigger. Moreover, when using the Spatial Event Triggers with hand-based conditions or when authoring responses using virtual props or visual effects, users can anchor the Spatial Event Triggers (Fig 5(a)) and virtual props or visual effects (Fig 5(b)) directly onto the Design Canvas. Hence, the particular benefit of the design comes from “allowing” users to use the avatars to author CFI instead of having them to directly tweak raw data.

To implement the Design Canvas, we map the recorded spatial data of head and hand movements of each frame onto rigged hand models and a VR headset model in chronological order. Then we associate the progress of frames to the progress of slider allowing user to control the playback like video scrubbing.

**D2: Weaving clips in a timeline to author conditional dependence between the sub-interactions of CFI**. To facilitate the authoring of conditional dependency between the sub-interactions of CFI (R4) including loops and branches without using programming constructs in VR, we use the concept of weaving clips in a timeline, which is a common interaction technique for manipulating temporal sequences [11]. In GestureCanvas, each sub-interaction of CFI is represented as a clip in a timeline (Fig 1 (f)). In the timeline, the arrows connecting the clips define the transition order of the sub-interactions. Hence, to modify the transition order, one will
Figure 4: The GestureCanvas interaction model comprises an event-driven state machine, trigger-action authoring, and PbD. The event-driven state machine concretizes the sub-interaction steps of CFI. The trigger-action paradigm models atomic events that drive the state machine. The rapid design of the state machine is made possible by the PbD approach.

Figure 5: Self-recording as a canvas for PbD design. (a) Recording demonstration of interaction to prototype; (b) Viewing and controlling the recorded CFI demonstration in the 3rd person perspective; (c) anchoring virtual props (bow and arrow) on the Design Canvas. Moving closer to the Design Canvas reveals skeletal structure allowing user to anchor props on bone joints. (d) anchoring proximity (Spatial) Event Trigger on Design Canvas; (e) anchored props and Proximity Event Trigger on the Design Canvas.

D3: Rule-based inferencing for semi-automatic identification of the conditionals specific to CFI. Even though the PbD approach reduces the effort required for creating and training recognizers for all possible hand-based triggers in each sub-interaction (R4), users still need to create the individual input triggers by specifying the hand-based conditions to use. This still is effortful and may become overwhelming for users to tweak manually.
Hence, to reduce manual effort needed for authoring input logic for CFI, GestureCanvas uses rule-based inferencing for semi-automatic identification of the input trigger logic from users’ demonstration of the intended interaction. The data of each clip is analyzed to identify whether user’s intent was 1) to create a unimanual or a bimanual input trigger, 2) for unimanual trigger, what is the handedness (right or left) of the input trigger, and 3) whether the user wanted to use a static hand pose or a dynamic hand gesture. The right hand and left hand recorded data of each clip is analyzed according to the rules presented in Fig 6. If hand condition is set for both hands, then the system infers it as a bimanual input trigger, otherwise as a right hand unimanual or left hand unimanual input trigger depending on the hand whose condition was set.

**D4: Refining input logic triggers by using Spatial Event Triggers with hand-based conditions.** Typically, in a VR experience, the hand-based conditions are used together with other Spatial Event Triggers, either to extend input logic (R1) or as delimiting conditions for hand-based input (R2). Setting up these triggers requires spatial information of the user and their virtual environment. Event triggers of this type include: position (the player arrives at a location), collision (player’s hands collide with an object), approach (player approaches an object), ray hit (raycast from player’s hands hits an object or a location), gaze (player looks at an object) etc.

Since the recording of the intended hand interaction is the first step for authoring and no virtual objects are set up at this stage, GestureCanvas cannot capture the spatial contextual relevance of hands and virtual objects at the same time. Hence, users have to manually set up the conditions for Spatial Event Triggers. This poses two design challenges: 1) how to represent the Spatial Event Triggers in VR so that they can be configured through direct manipulation with reference to spatial context; and 2) how to provide visual feedback of the condition it embodies?

Since the list of possible Event Triggers that can be used with hand-based conditions is quite long, we implemented only the Proximity Event Trigger as a representative example. The design of the Proximity Event Trigger can be extended to create other relevant triggers. We chose proximity as a representative example because most Event Triggers used in freehand interactions involved one of position, collision, approach or touch events and all of these can be implemented as a single Proximity Event Trigger that measures proximity between two objects or points and fires when a set distance is detected.

We represent the Proximity Event Trigger in VR as a volumetric cube that users can scale, position in the environment, or use on the Design Canvas. This embodiment of the proximity condition as manipulable cubic volume visually depicts the condition it embodies. Once the proximity trigger is placed or anchored in the intended location, it needs to be configured to specify when it should fire. For this, the user first makes a selection of touch (player is within the boundaries of the proximity volume) or distance (player is at a certain distance from the proximity volume). To configure a touch-based proximity event, the user starts recording the proximity condition. During the recording time, any part of the player’s hands that is within the boundary of the proximity volume is specified as the object to monitor. This is visually shown to the user using the Design Canvas (Fig 5 (d)). To configure distance-based proximity events, the user moves a second control to the desired distance from the object, pulls up the hand menu and sets the trigger distance.

We make use of Unity’s collision detection system to implement the proximity trigger event logic. The manipulable volumetric proximity trigger monitors the paired object or hands for collision (touch condition) or for set distance (distance condition) and fires when the set condition is met.

**D5: On-the-fly Testing to instantly verify the reliability of the designed interaction.** The design challenge for fulfilling R3 is to incorporate testing of the performance of the hand-based input triggers into the system such that it does not feel disjointed from the authoring process.

To support this, GestureCanvas allows on-the-fly testing of the input triggers, where users can test each input trigger individually, allowing them to test, refine, or revise in-situ. During on-the-fly testing, GestureCanvas uses users’ real time hand data, passes it to the relevant triggers and signifies output of the recognizers by highlighting the user’s hands (Fig 8 (b)) whenever the set input trigger becomes true.

The recognizer used for static hand pose is based on the ShapeRecognizer ScriptableObject of the Oculus Interaction Package [2]. We record the state of the features (curl, flexion, abduction, and opposition) of the fingers in real time and then perform template matching with selected hand pose data for detecting the pose. In the same way, we also use make use of the TransformRecognizer ScriptableObject of the same package for distinguishing between different wrist orientations. For detecting dynamic hand gestures, we use Jackknife [55], which is a general purpose recognizer. The reason for selecting Jackknife is that it does not require extensive training data to work; in fact, a single training sample is sufficient in most cases. However, with added samples it can be scaled to support users’ hand gestures in general.

**D6: Live Preview providing instant feedback of the authored interaction.** R3 can be partially addressed by enabling users to debug the authored interaction. This introduces the design challenge of providing a live preview of the authored interaction.

To enable this, GestureCanvas passes the recorded demonstration data, shown looping repeatedly in the GestureCanvas, to the configured trigger recognizers and indicates the result of each recognizer by highlighting the hands. That is, the hands of the avatar glows green at points in the demonstration when the set trigger becomes True (Fig 8 (a)). This helps users to debug their logic visually without requiring them to open the interaction builder. It also helps them to visually see the changes they make on the input trigger logic.

**D7: Authoring System Responses as Recorded Spatial Animation.** To facilitate creating representative response to hand-based input, we allow creating spatial association with hand position and orientation using the Design Canvas. To elaborate, designers can anchor virtual assets, visual effects or recorded animation directly on the bone joints of the Design Canvas (Fig 5 (c)). Thus, the Design Canvas serves as a placeholder for player and provides a way for designers to specify the position and orientation of the assets or animation playback relative to that of the player. For example, to record a flying arrow, the user applies physics to the arrow and then while...
Figure 6: Rules for inferring the input trigger logic from users’ demonstration of the interaction: The system logs invalid data code when hands are out of FoV. If at least 80% of recorded data within a clip is valid, the system extracts the unique hand poses found within the clip. If the number of unique hand poses within the clip is more than one, GestureCanvas infers it as dynamic gesture trigger, otherwise it checks whether there is any translation of the hand during the duration of the clip. If translation exists, then it is dynamic gesture trigger, otherwise it is a static pose trigger.

Figure 7: Refining conditionals using a proximity trigger. (a) Proximity trigger represented as a volumetric cube that users can directly manipulate. (b) Option to set up the condition appears when user is not manipulating the trigger. User can toggle between touch and distance. (c) User anchored the Proximity trigger on the tail of the arrow and started to record the touch condition. Since the user wants to detect touch with the tip of the index finger, the user placed the tip of their finger inside the proximity volume. (d) Touch condition between tip of arrow and users’ index finger tip is visualized in Design Canvas. (e) Distance mode of operation. When distance is selected, another proximity volume splits out from the first, connected by a line. The user can place the second volume at the desired distance.

recording, simply throws the arrow in the air. Once the trajectory of the arrow’s flying path is recorded, users can anchor the arrow onto the right hand of the Design Canvas such that during playtest, the arrow’s trajectory will be recalculated from the new position (user’s hands) using the original recorded path. To recalculate the recorded path, we subtract the displacement vector from each point in the recorded path to get the corresponding point in the new path.

6 DEPLOYING THE PROTOTYPED INTERACTION TO CODE-BASED PLATFORMS

While the rapid workflow for designing, testing, and refining CFI in VR is useful, a key challenge is that the prototyping is completely isolated from the development. This is not ideal since developers must essentially start from scratch after receiving a prototype from designers, whose mechanics might be completely different from the one designers have prototyped, tested and refined using Gesture-Canvas. Additionally, developers want flexibility in the development process so that they can incrementally add/modify game logic.
Figure 8: On-the-fly gesture testing and Live Preview for debugging the authored interaction. (a) Live Preview. (a1) The green glow on the hands of the Design Canvas gives a preview of the hand pose for the set trigger, which is seen on the Interaction Builder [Right Hand Pose and Left Hand Pose to be True]. (a2) Whenever the playback would activate the selected trigger, the hands of the avatar glows green to signify the trigger to the user, (a3) the hands of the Design Canvas do not glow green when playback data is not true for set trigger. (b) On-the-fly Testing. (b1) The user can test each individual conditional they set up by starting the test mode, which lets them test the condition in-situ. Here, the user is doing the same hand pose as the trigger set previously, hence, the triggers at this point are true causing the user’s hands to glow green. (b2) However, the glow turns off whenever the triggers become false. This lets user to test the recognition reliability of their designed trigger in-situ.

For example, a developer might want to use the bow and arrow CFI prototyped in GestureCanvas in their project. However, they might also want to add additional game logic on top of it where the player can only use 5 arrows every time they pick up a collectible. Such game logic cannot be prototyped in GestureCanvas and must be done programmatically. Thus an ideal interaction prototyping system should (1) enable a seamless transition to development and (2) afford post-hoc code-level editing.

Thus, we have implemented a toolkit on top of Unity that enables seamless transition from prototyping to development by allowing developers to import the interactions prototyped in GestureCanvas into an existing application. The imported items include the trained recognizers and CFI data stream consisting of sub-interaction data in a JSON format. The toolkit comes with a preconfigured drag-and-drop asset that can use the imported recognizers and CFI data to run the prototyped CFI in the target application. This ensures that the performance of the recognizers in the target application matches the one used in GestureCanvas.

To allow post-hoc level editing without putting the overhead on developers to understand the code-structure for running the imported CFI, we have included a custom GameEventListener script within the package exported from GestureCanvas. These scripts enable developers to attach custom triggers and responses to their own GameObjects using the Unity Inspector window, and add the capability to define more specific conditional inputs to each response. Additionally, developers can directly manipulate the clip sequence through functions that modify the JSON so that new clips can be added, existing clip data can be modified, or the sequence of clips can be adjusted as per new and evolving application choices and requirements. Thus, the toolkit allows developers to make the following code-level changes to the imported CFI:

- Overwrite responses invoked on trigger
- Invoke additional responses on trigger
- Add additional conditions to a trigger
- Modify transition order

Figure 9: The bow and arrow CFI prototyped in GestureCanvas is deployed in a game project and an additional game logic is added using our Unity toolkit such that every time player shoots an arrow the text showing arrow counter decreases.

Using the toolkit, we deployed the bow and arrow interaction prototyped in GestureCanvas (Fig 9) and made post-hoc editing to add the game logic of player running out of arrows in three simple steps - (1) Attach the provided GameEventListener script to the GameObject executing the response (in this case, the bow and arrow count text) (2) Drag and drop the function decreasing the arrow counter under “Custom Responses” in Unity Inspector window and (3) invoke the GameEvent under custom-specified conditions by calling ‘GameEvent.Raise()’.

7 EVALUATION

We conducted a user study with 8 non-expert participants with little to no experience designing hand interactions to evaluate the usability of GestureCanvas. Additionally, in order to get insight about the utility of the tool [30] in a designers’ typical workflow for authoring CFI, we conducted an expert interview study.
7.1 Evaluating the Usability of GestureCanvas with Non-Experts

For assessing the usability of GestureCanvas, we recruited 8 participants (6 women and 2 men) between the ages 19 and 34 with little to no experience designing hand interaction.

During the study, the participants first completed a tutorial design task where a member of the research team gave step-by-step instructions for creating their first CFI using GestureCanvas. The participants then took part in a think-aloud design session and created interactive prototypes of CFI using GestureCanvas. Finally, participants answered a multiple-choice questionnaire (Appendix B). The questionnaire included a modified SUS questionnaire [3] and questions on specific system features such as the PbD approach, automatic inferencing, and testing. We concluded the session with a short interview where the participants were encouraged to clarify their ratings or comments made during the task or in the survey.

Participants found the PbD approach intuitive, easy and rapid. For many participants, this was either their first VR experience or first time designing something in VR. Despite the limited experience, all participants were able to prototype and test a CFI using GestureCanvas. The average time taken by the participants to complete a CFI prototype using GestureCanvas is 8 minutes. L5 acknowledged the speed of prototyping in GestureCanvas: “This was my first time designing anything in VR, and first when I heard I will be building hand gestures I was expecting to do a lot of steps, but it was really simple. I just had to do the hand motion, then trim, edit, add elements and play. And really it seemed to be very logical and intuitive.” Similarly, L7 remarked that she “successfully accomplished what I wanted to create, which is good considering I am someone who never designed anything [in] VR before.”

Participants found the automatic inference of the conditionals to be helpful and time saving. For our question asking how the inference influenced the time spent in creating the conditionals, the majority of the participants responded positively (5 strongly agreed that it saved their time, 2 agreed, and 1 neutral). L2 said, “Since I know nothing about this, VR or hands or anything, the defaults [inferred by the system] were really good.” This was also mentioned by L5 who said, “I did not have trouble figuring out what I needed to put in the input because I could tell looking at the defaults. Sometimes it was not correct, but I could just change it if it is wrong. So I actually liked that a lot. I don’t know about others, but for someone like me [novice], it was helpful.”

On-the-fly testing helped participants assess the reliability of their designed hand interaction. When L4 was considering three different gestures as competing design options, they recorded all three in a row and then used the on-the-fly testing feature to determine the option that yielded the best recognition performance.

Design Canvas was appreciated for enabling direct manipulation and spatial control in VR. L6 commented, “I really liked that I could attach things exactly where I wanted. Say for example if I wanted something at the tip of my fingertips, I can just attach it at the tip of my fingertips.” Another participant, L4, also found direct manipulation over Design Canvas useful: “The controls were nice, but the fact that I could grab things, move it, and put it on hands, it was awesome.”

Despite the promises, the participants also saw room for improvement in the current authoring approach of GestureCanvas. Segmentation was a non-trivial task for novice participants. Almost all participants needed some help segmenting their demonstration into clips. Participants were not sure at what points they should make the cut and expressed that they would have tried to create more complex interactions if they had a clearer understanding of how to determine what should go in each clip. According to L6, “it was a little hard for me initially to understand what would go in each clip, how it would go. But maybe it was just me not being familiar with any of this at all”. L3 shared a similar remark, but mentioned that they were able to understand how to segment the clips after the initial confusion.

7.2 Evaluating the Utility of GestureCanvas with Experts

For assessing the utility of GestureCanvas, we conducted an interview study with 4 professional designers with experience of designing hand interactions for XR. Their design experience ranged between 3 years and 8 years.

During the study, the participants were given a video walkthrough of the workflow for prototyping the bow and arrow interaction in GestureCanvas, importing it in a game project and then making code level changes. Additionally, they were provided the Android Package Kit (APK) of the game so that they could install and play the interaction using their headset. Later, a one hour Zoom interview was conducted to get insight about the utility of the tool in their design workflow. During this time, the designers reflected on their past and present workflow of creating CFIs and provided insight on how they see GestureCanvas fit in the process.

The expert participants reported various ways of adopting the rapid workflow enabled by GestureCanvas in their current design and development lifecycle. During the design phase, they are likely to adopt this workflow for testing assumptions (T1, T2), presenting ideas to potential investors (T2, T4), developing working systems during design jams (T2), and prototyping interaction in GestureCanvas and handing it to developers for further development instead of trying to explain what they want (T1).

During the development phase the expert participants found utility in rapidly setting up the layout of the interactions in GestureCanvas to build from there (T3) and use it as a data collection environment (T2). According to T3, “The biggest advantage is that the state management is set up for you in code, which is usually very complicated process to do in code.....an interaction like that can have many many different states. So taking the code away from that...was the biggest advantage for me” T2 saw the potential of the system in the process of data collection for gesture recognition - “I always thought that there needs to be a better approach to how we collect the data... This could be very powerful for that.”

The process of creating sub-interactions by segmenting the recording fits their natural workflow of designing CFIs. According to T3, “From a professional perspective, state management is a very natural part of [an interaction] this”. This sentiment was echoed by all four participants and they felt “at the end of the day, most interactions we design are state based.” This directly contradicts
with results of non-expert study, where participants were finding it difficult to understand segmentation process.

**Expert participants felt that GestureCanvas will make them more creative than their current practice.** T1 mentioned that with a system like GestureCanvas, "I would be more open to playing with gestures and hand based interactions more than I currently do... it will make me more creative and that would be the biggest impact". T2 expressed a similar sentiment by saying that GestureCanvas will "help create like a really highly complex mode of gameplay by very simple building blocks like logo, so it comes down to your creativity when you really don’t have to worry about coding stuff". Thus, expert participants mentioned that they would be willing to explore more than what they do currently because as T3 mentioned, "don’t really like doing something in code, and then realize oh no its not the right thing and then have to redo it re iterate. I guess this multiple iterations gets me annoyed when developing...so as early on you want to be able to get that feedback if something works, whether it makes sense or not...having that quick access prototyping is very very valuable... and I think [GestureCanvas] allows us to accomplish that".

### 8 DISCUSSION

#### 8.1 Scalability
The GestureCanvas approach presents a scalable solution for prototyping complex CFIs in VR. By offering a code-free, end-to-end workflow, the system allows for rapid creation and testing of increasingly intricate CFIs. The automatic inference of input triggers, the ability to create and modify clip transition logic, and the option to add samples for improved recognizer performance all contribute to the scalability of GestureCanvas in handling greater interaction complexity. However, it is important to note that as the number of gestures, clips, and conditionals grows, the manual effort required to refine the prototyping may increase, potentially affecting the overall efficiency of the approach.

To further enhance the scalability of GestureCanvas, several technical approaches can be employed in the future: (1) Improving machine learning algorithms for gesture recognition and trigger inference can reduce manual intervention and increase the system’s capacity to handle a larger number of gestures and clips, (2) Adaptive user interfaces that intelligently organizes and presents clips, gestures, and conditionals based on the complexity or frequency of use can streamline the prototyping process for designers, (3) Automation and optimization to generate more efficient transition logic, reduce redundancies, and eliminate conflicts among gestures, clips, and conditionals, (4) Modular design and reusable components through which designers can create, share, and reuse pre-built components, such as gesture templates, transition logic, or response actions, can expedite the prototyping process and improve scalability, and (5) Collaboration and version control to support designers working together efficiently on complex projects, reducing the time and effort needed to handle an increasing number of gestures, clips, and conditionals. By incorporating these approaches, GestureCanvas can become more scalable and better equipped to handle the growing complexity of CFIs in virtual reality environments.

#### 8.2 Flexibility vs Expressiveness
For any rapid prototyping tool, it is important to strike the right balance between flexibility and expressiveness where flexibility refers to the ability of making rapid design changes [47] and expressiveness refers to the ability of accomplishing more by expressing less [47].

While GestureCanvas allows designers to rapidly modify and test triggers and transition logic in a CFI, changing hand actions within a sub-interaction would require starting from the beginning due to its demonstration-first approach. In comparison, tools like GesturAR [58] record and stitch each sub-interaction independently making it easier to modify hand actions within a specific sub-interaction, but results in reduced expressiveness. GestureCanvas, however, has better expressivity since it significantly reduces the effort of expressing CFI interaction through semi-automatic inferencing of the input triggers of each sub-interaction in a demonstration-first approach.

#### 8.3 Beyond CFIs and Games
GestureCanvas presents a versatile and code-free approach that can be generalized to prototyping various types of VR interactions beyond CFIs. Its core features, such as the Design Canvas, enable a user-friendly space for recording, creating, and modifying interaction sequences, making it applicable to a wide range of interaction design scenarios. The semi-automatic identification of input triggers and the on-the-fly testing capabilities can be utilized in different contexts to streamline the creation and validation of interaction chains. The inherent flexibility in GestureCanvas’s workflow, which includes options to modify clip transition logic, input triggers, and system responses, allows designers to tailor interactions to specific use cases or application requirements. By incorporating these features, GestureCanvas can facilitate the prototyping and testing of diverse VR interactions, from simple gesture-based controls to complex, multi-step processes, catering to the evolving needs of the immersive design landscape.

While the examples presented in this paper (see appendix A) primarily focus on VR games, it is important to note that GestureCanvas is applicable to a wide range of application domains. In order to demonstrate the versatility of our system, we have developed an array of VR experiences encompassing gaming (Fig 10), workforce training (Fig 12), and educational contexts (Fig 11). These diverse use cases are illustrated in the appendix and showcased in our demo video, further emphasizing the generalizability of GestureCanvas across various application domains.

#### 8.4 Limitations and Future Work
Although our system has demonstrated promising results, it is not without limitations. Firstly, the current implementation of GestureCanvas only supports a limited set of input triggers (Proximity), leaving room for exploring additional trigger types and their potential impact on the overall design process. Secondly, the accuracy of the inferencing algorithm could be improved to further streamline the prototyping workflow and reduce the manual effort required by designers. Lastly, the evaluation conducted in this study, while
informative, could benefit from a more extensive investigation involving a larger and more diverse group of participants actively engaged in the domain of VR interaction design.

8.5 Conclusions
This systems research on GestureCanvas establishes a foundations for a code-free, seamless, and rapid prototyping approach to complex free-hand interactions (CFIs). By designing, implementing, and evaluating GestureCanvas, we demonstrated the effectiveness of three interaction models: event-driven state machines, trigger actions, and programming by demonstration. We faced challenges in integrating these models into a single coherent and effective interface, and addressed these by introducing a suite of innovative design solutions, including self-recording as a Design Canvas, VR-Embodied Triggers, and automatic inference of input triggers. Our two-phase evaluation revealed that GestureCanvas offers efficient, learnable, and usable interaction features. It also supports end-to-end design in VR, allowing for the demonstration, refinement, testing, and deployment of designed CFIs in a continuous loop.
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We prototyped a wizard attack CFI (Fig 10) involving 8 sub-interactions and 11 transitions including 3 branches using GestureCanvases and imported it into a game. The attack interaction requires players to hold their hands with palms facing each other to make a magic spell appear between them (Fig 10 (a)). Detecting this hand action requires transform-constrained hand pose along with proximity trigger. Once the spell appears, the player can grab it to have a magic ball in each hand (Fig 10 (b)). At this point, the user can attack the right hand first and then the left hand or vice versa. The attack is done by pushing either of the hands forward (Fig 10 (c)) and hence uses dynamic gestures as triggers. Thus, this CFI contains both bimanual and unimanual sub-interactions. The response is authored by anchoring the fireball on the Design Canvas and using the Design Canvas to place the magic spell in relative position of the hands.
Figure 10: CFI prototyped in GestureCanvas and deployed in a gaming experience: (a) player summoning magic spell between hands where the transform-constrained hand pose with proximity is used as trigger, (b) player grabbing onto the magic ball and (c) player attacking with right hand dynamic gesture but still holding onto the magic ball in left hand to the user), left hand static pose (transform constrained) and right hand dynamic gesture.

Figure 11: CFI prototyped in GestureCanvas and deployed in an ASL Learning Experience where proximity triggers are used to distinguish between (a) wrong and (b) correct hand location.

Figure 12: CFI prototyped in GestureCanvas and deployed in an Infant CPR Training Experience. Counter was added post hoc via code level editing using our toolkit.

A.3 CFI for an Infant Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) Training Experience
We prototyped a CFI for an Infant CPR Training Experience (Fig 12) with a loop between 2 sub-interactions. Both sub-interactions are unimanual in nature where the first sub-interaction in the sequence uses AND condition between proximity (touch) and dynamic gesture as trigger to transition to the second sub-interaction, which again loops back to the first when the proximity (touch) is FALSE. The action of giving CPR requires giving 30 compressions. Hence, we create the states, the looping transition and the hand based triggers in GestureCanvas and import it in a Unity project, where we use our toolkit to keep count of the number of compressions.
performed by counting the number of state transitions and stop looping once 30 compressions has been performed.

B QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire items used for evaluating the usability of GestureCanvas with non-experts are listed below. Participants rated each item in the questionnaire on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree.

- I found the programming by demonstration approach of prototyping hand interaction easy to use
- I found the system defaults of input triggers a good starting point
- Creating Interactive Prototypes of Hand interaction using GestureCanvas took a lot of effort
- GestureCanvas was useful in understanding the performance of my hand interaction design
- GestureCanvas would be useful for early design stage prototyping
- If I were a VR designer, I think that I would like to use this prototyping tool frequently.
- I found this prototyping tool unnecessarily complex.
- I thought this prototyping tool was easy to use.
- If I were a VR designer, I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this prototyping tool.
- I found the various functions in this prototyping tool were well integrated.
- I think there was too much inconsistency in this prototyping tool.
- I would imagine that most people would learn to use this prototyping tool very quickly.
- I found this prototyping tool very cumbersome to use.
- I felt very confident using this prototyping tool.
- I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this prototyping tool.